2-STAGE

RECYCLING
LIPPMANN 2-STAGE RECYCLING
Lippmann offers complete two-stage jaw/impactor
crushing solutions. Three products allow
complete, superior crushing and screening
solutions designed to handle reinforced
concrete and asphalt and to produce clean,
saleable aggregates. Count on Lippmann as
your single source for equipment, application
expertise and product support .

261’ - 7-1/2”

202’ - 7-3/8”

2-STAGE

RECYCLING

3062 JAW CRUSHER
Lippmann’s recycle jaw offers a huge 30” x 62”
[76.2 x 157.5 cm] feed opening that accepts massive
slabs of concrete full of rebar, reducing feed time
and wear costs and achieving maximum capacity.
Travel Dimensions
Plant: 48’ L x 10’-11” W x 13’-5” H | 122,250 lbs.
Hopper: 20’-6” L x 10’-1” W x 7’-11” H | 38,000 lbs.

5165LS IMPACTOR/SCREEN PLANT
This Lippmann impactor is a brute of a crusher
that handles concrete full of rebar, asphalt and
other C&D debris to produce highly saleable
materials. Available with two or three decks.
Travel Dimensions
Plant:
58’-6” L x 11’-11” W x 13’-11” H | 120,250 lbs.

RECYCLE MAGNET CONVEYOR
For recycling applications, conveyors feature
magnetic separators, reinforced belting,
special wear alloys and vibrating pans to
suit your specific requirements.
Travel Dimensions
Conveyor:
41’-6” L x 10’-11” W x 13’-5” H | 28,100 lbs.

Lippmann Milwaukee, Inc.
3271 East Van Norman Avenue
Cudahy, WI 53110-0586
(800) 648-0486 • (414) 744-2565
Fax: (414) 744-8172
www.lippmann-milwaukee.com

Sold and serviced by:

The information contained in this literature is meant
to be general in nature and is not intended to be
used for specific application, construction, or installation purposes. Please note that machine capacities,
settings, and other application considerations can
vary from the information contained in this literature,
depending on the material being crushed, moisture,
feed sizes, other materials in the feed, etc. As a
result, no warranty of any kind, either expressed or
implied, is extended with the information contained in
this literature. Lippmann Milwaukee, Inc. expressly
reserves the right to change specifications or designs
without prior notice or obligation.

